Qing Xiu
Mountain
青秀山

Nanning Qing Xiu Shan Scenic
Spot lies in the heart of Nanning downtown
and neighbors to the north shore of the
winding Yongjiang River. The Scenic Spot
comprises 13 square kilometers, of which, 6
square kilometers have been built and open to
the public. The Scenic Spot has numerous
peaks rising high and low, green and
prosperous trees, quiet rocks and steep cliffs,
clear springs, and rare stones. Featured with a
South Asia tropical plant landscape, the Scenic
Spot is endowed with rich negative oxygen ions
and a unique natural relaxation oxygen bar
forms here. Famous as an attraction where
“the mountain is not high but graceful, the
water is not deep but clear”, the Scenic Spot is
reputed as the “Green Lung of Nanning” and
the “Emerald of the Green City, Phoenix of the
Zhuang Region”.

HOURS
OPEN

8:00am--6:00pm

ADMISSION FEES ON RMB
TICKET

20.00

STUDENT

10.00

Address:
6-6 S Feng Ling Blvd,
Nanning
China

Longxiang Tower

Qingxiu Mountain
Friendship Park
In order to honor the everlasting friendship
between China and the ASEAN countries, the
Sino-ASEAN Friendship Park covering land
area of 150hectours or mu was built in
October 2004 in Qingxiu Mountain Scenic
Spot. The park consists of the main entrance,
the miniature parks of ten ASEAN countries,
the catering area and the Youngster Activities
Center. Trees planted in the park are mainly
sterculia nobilis and a special sterculia nobilis
forest is developed here. More than ten
hundred-year aged old high banyans were
planted at the ends of the Friendship Corridor
The main entrance of the park. Rare plants
with typical Southeast Asian features, such as
green-peel ceiba, are around the park. The
whole park honors the themes of ecology,
youth and friendship.

Commonly known as Qingshan Tower and named
from the proverb of “Dragon ranks first in strength
among all the water animals while elephant tops all
the land animals”. Longxiang (dragon and
elephant) Tower was initially built in Wanli Period
of Chinese Ming Dynasty. It is an eight-square
double-eaved nine-floored structure with height of
51.35m. It is the landmark of Qingxiu Mountain.
Climbing to the top of the tower, you can see
Yongjiang River, distant mountains and hills and
urban and rural landscapes as far away as ten miles
with the un aided eye.

Lying or the west side of the Phoenix Ridge of
Qingxiu Mountain and covering land area of more
than 80mu, the park is the biggest ex-situ
conservation population of cycas pectinata, cycas
debaoensis, cycas debaoensis, longlin cycas and
cycas miquelii. It is a famous cycas park at home
and abroad. It is also a great base for science
popularization. It has actively pushed forward the
preservation and development as well as the
research on Chinese cycas, especially Guangxi
cycas. It plays a significant role protecting the
biodiversity, to maintain the ecological. There are
totally more than 30 sycas pectinata aged over one
thousand years and the oldest “cycas king’ ages
1350 years old now. Many China state leaders and
foreign politicians have taken pictures here. Most
of the iron trees here bloom and fruit from May to
November annually.

